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Many trends affect these reforms: attempts to develop modern
Islamic pedagogies and curricula; the politics of integration, identity
and segregation in Muslim-minority countries in Europe and north
America; political debates and pressures about the role of traditional
“madrasa” education in a globalising world; the centralising and
often secularising tendencies of colonial and post-colonial states in
the Muslim-majority world; and the more recent growth of

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The question of reforms in Islamic education is controversial, and
has been for well over a century – from at least the time that the
Grand Mufti of Egypt Muhammad Abduh attempted to open space
for new styles of scientific enquiry at Al-Azhar university in Cairo.
However, this conference was not concerned with any attempt to
change what is fundamental to Islam or Islamic education. Rather,
its goal was to consider the dynamics behind internal reforms which
are already taking place within the broad field of Islamic education.





transnational educational movements, from middle-class Gulen
schools or the Skola Islam trend in Indonesia, to madrasas with
international roots and influences, from the UK to the Far East.

This conference, which brought leading international scholars in the
field of Islamic education to the University of Cambridge in April
, considered these issues through a series of case studies that
ranged from Sweden to Malaysia, from Egypt to the United States,
from Britain to Indonesia, from Morocco to Germany. The hope of
the conference was that despite the different dynamics evident across
these settings, lessons might pass from one context to the other.

What is Islamic Education?
The first section of this report considers the basic question: what is
Islamic education? What is specifically Islamic about Islamic
education: does it mean the teaching of Muslim pupils, or the
teaching of Islamic sources in a confessional environment, or the
pursuit of knowledge with particular ethical attitudes and aims?



Many Islamic educational institutions aim to “integrate faith with
learning”. The conference discussed what this means in practice, and
how it can be achieved. In some contexts, it might involve quite
intangible things, such as feeling able to quote from the Quran and
Hadith without having to apologize for doing so. In other contexts,
it might mean finding more systematic ways to broach personal
belief in subjects other than religious education. 

The conference debated the merits of different ways of organising
the curriculum. Some schools simply adopt a secular national
curriculum to which they append a discrete Islamic studies
component. Some participants in the conference argued that this
makes religion too mundane, since it compartmentalises religious
faith away from the rest of the curriculum. Other schools aim to use
the Quran as a dynamic framework for organising knowledge and
research. This latter approach suggests a more thorough-going
approach to the “Islamisation of knowledge”. However, some felt
that attempts to Islamise know-ledge put the cart before the horse:
in their view, the focus in the contemporary period should be on
pursuing knowledge for the benefit of humanity, not creating an
“Islamic system” for its own sake.

Many agreed that the formation of moral character and behaviour
(known as tarbiya) is central to Islamic education. For some, this
meant not merely acquiring knowledge, but being morally
transformed by it: for example, becoming more inclined to help
others; in the modern context it might mean resisting consumerism
or excessive materialism, or acting in more ecologically aware ways.
Others argued that the ethical aspect of education means
questioning the usefulness of any knowledge. This implies that
research should be designed around knowledge that is useful to
humanity and avoid knowledge that is harmful – although there was
debate over the question of how the notion of benefit should be
interpreted. 

Others suggested that moral education (tarbiya) means cultivating
the capacity in any situation to act in ways that are both practically
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effective and ethically correct – in other words, wisdom (hikma in
Arabic). However, by its nature wisdom is always situated and
contextual. If it cannot be prescribed in advance, how can it be
taught? This raised the more general question of standardisation
and assessment. Is it possible to develop a spiritual or moral
competency framework? If so, how can such a competency be
assessed? If not, is that a reason not to try to teach it? It was suggested
that standards and testing should not be allowed to restrict the scope
of education.

Closely related to the question of moral character is the issue of
intellectual autonomy and critical thinking. Some argued that
teachers are given too much authority in many Muslim
communities, and that it is vital to encourage respectful criticism of
authority; education should restore a sense of intellectual and
political autonomy. Others argued that, especially in Europe, the
opposite is also the case: young religious thinkers are setting
themselves up as authorities with scant regard to the tradition, and
this can lead to bewilderment. Another question was how far critical
thinking can be taken in a confessional environment. How should
teachers handle classroom situations where a faith-based approach
to scripture seems to limit intellectual autonomy?

The Debate over “Madrasas”
The second section of the report asks, what is the reality behind the
heated debates over the role of “madrasas”? The term “madrasa” is
used here to refer to seminaries for training imams, and insti-tutions
focusing on Islamic sciences in a confessional environment. Over
the last decade, the stereotype has developed that madrasas foster
narrow-minded and intolerant thinking, through rote-learning and
the use of polemics encouraging antipathy towards other sects and
beliefs. The conference heard that much of the current pressure to
reform is based on these portrayals which were often misrep-
resentations. Case studies presented at the conference showed a
more complex reality: a great variety of different contexts, oppor-
tunities and challenges. 
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In Afghanistan, the state had exclusively supported the Sunni
madrasas, ignoring the visible Shi‘a minority. The country’s
madrasas face the challenge of a sectarian and ethnic division, and
a consequent lack of trust. Additionally, because of the background
of ideological conflict stretching back to the Cold War, they are
largely unable to meet the edu-cational, scientific and economic
demands of the modern era, it was argued. However, some Ismaili
madrasas have established separate religious education centres
which often have a progressive programme and professional teacher
training. 

In Pakistan, madrasas are under considerable pressure to reform. A
common critique is that madrasas are not properly integrated into
the job market, and that this creates social problems as graduates
are frustrated that they are unable to find work. However, the
conference heard that students are sent to madrasas not to prepare
for the job market, but to acquire virtue as prayer-leaders who are
then expected to live off donations and family support rather than
take an independent job. Others argued that this separation of
madrasas from the mainstream economy is detrimental and counter
to the original purposes of Islamic education, which aims not simply
at the moral edification of the individual but to serve society more
broadly. 

In the UK, it was argued that the top Islamic seminaries fulfil
perfectly the Secretary of State for Education’s vision of a “return to
the classics”, requiring students to read a treatise on Aristotelian
logic, understand scholastic proofs of the existence of God, and
study Arabic oratory equivalent to Cicero. Not only do the best
encourage critical thinking skills, they are also based in an
educational philosophy that connects students to why and what they
learn. However, it is necessary to move with the times, the conference
heard. Many seminaries were established to preserve the religion;
now the focus needs to move from preservation to providing
graduates with the skills they need. In the European context, this
means training imams to operate in a multi-confessional
environment and consumerist culture. This raised the question:
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what is the best way to train imams, and fund this training? 

Education and Integration in Muslim-minority Contexts
The third section presents case studies from a number of northern
European countries. History shows that Islamic learning is part of
Europe’s heritage, not something outside it. Despite this, in a
Muslim-minority context, Islamic schools are often at the centre of
debates about whether faith-based education facilitates or impedes
integ-ration. Do Muslim schools lead to segregation, or advance the
cause of genuine pluralism? 

In Holland, the far-right politician Geert Wilders expects
immigrants to “become like us and talk like us”. One response to
this has been “reactive religiosity” whereby Muslims have not
retreated from religion but advanced into it as a place where they
no longer need to justify their background or their belonging. Some
argued that in countries like the UK, where British law already allows
for the establishment of state-funded religious schools, Muslims will
increasingly form a separate bloc in society with their own
institutions. Others pointed out that in Scotland, many Muslim
parents are opposed to faith schools fearing that they would
reinforce racial segregation and harm community cohesion. Faith-
based identity can also promote social cohesion: one study found
that Muslim pupils thrive in citizenship education.

The question of integration should not fall on Muslim institutions
and individuals alone, but on broader political structures and
cultures, it was argued. A case study of religious education classes
in Danish state schools showed that Islam is marginalised by both
political structures that give Christianity a central position, and
media culture that tends towards stereotyping and Islamophobia.
This raised the question: how can a young Muslim best be brought
up and integrated into a society that not only has a non-Muslim
majority, but gives a different religion a privileged position? It was
suggested that this might require institutional equality of religions,
although this raises the issue of the place of a national church in a
multi-confessional society.
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 Analogous to the similar concept: “reactive ethnicity”



Islamic Education between State and Market
The final section presents case studies, mainly from the Muslim-
majority world, of the relationship of Islamic schools to the state
and the market. In many cases, the colonial and post-colonial
histories of these countries have led to parallel secular and religious
educational institutions and philosophies. Some countries have
attempted to overcome this dualism through integrated curricula
that inculcate Islamic values and equip students with skills for the
job market. Other countries permit a range of different institutions,
each with their own curricula and target market.

In Indonesia, the state permits a range of options, from state schools
teaching the national curriculum, to expensive Islamically-oriented
private schools that are popular with the wealthy middle classes, to
madrasas run by transnational Salafi groups independent of the
state, and often teaching a strict form of Islam. In Thailand, where
Muslims are the largest religious minority, many feel that state
schools provide limited and insufficient Islamic education. As a
consequence, privately-run Islamic schools have flourished, but they
generally produce poor academic results because of difficulties in
integrating religious and national curricula, and in recruiting and
training qualified teachers. 

Education in Muslim schools in Singapore has in many cases been
reformed in alignment with state priorities: national economic
development and community cohesion within a pluralist society.
The conference heard that there is nothing unIslamic about this, but
for reforms to be successful, they need to be anchored in an Islamic
discourse that is both sensitive to the needs of local conditions, and
articulated and conceptualised by the Muslim community itself.

In Morocco, a historical study detailed the effect of a centralised
national administration on Islamic circles of learning. It had
changed the way that prestige was conferred on teachers and
students, and provided alternative means of social mobility. The
overall message is that reforms in education can signal a broader
restructuring of political and social authority. However, they can
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also open spaces for citizens and social groups to resist the agendas
of state elites. 

This was also demonstrated by the final case study from Turkey,
where in response to the headscarf ban in public educational
institutions, “alternative” institutes have emerged that offer a more
confessional environment where the headscarf and, more broadly,
faith-based discussion is permitted and seen as normal. These
institutions are learning to flourish by providing enterprising
services and courses, and by gaining accreditation from institutions
based in Europe.

Conclusion
These various case studies show that amidst the variety of reforms
in Islamic education, institutions are able to succeed by appealing
to the identities and aspirations of local communities, and by
creatively negotiating the pressures that regulation or local and
national politics present. Because these identities, aspirations and
political contexts are variable, the best Islamic education inevitably
remains sensitive to its context. Scripture is invariable, but the
educational approaches and methodologies which it inspires and
which grow up around it respond to the particular challenges and
opportunities of the time.*
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This report presents an edited and selective version of the presentations and dis-
cussions at the conference. The event was held under “Edinburgh conversation
rules” which means that comments are not attributed to individuals. The views
recorded here combine and summarise a variety of points made by a number of
speakers, and should not be associated with a particular presenter or discussant.
Nor should they be taken to represent the views of the Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal
Centre of Islamic Studies at Cambridge.





        

WHAT IS ISLAMIC EDUCATION?

The first session asked how Islamic education might be defined:

was it where the object was Islam (the study of scripture and

related disciplines such as jurisprudence and exegesis)? Was it

where the students were Muslim? Or were there other critical aspects? The

following points were made:

• Education conceived of in Islamic terms should seek to provide an

understanding of human life in relation to the beyond and the divine.

It should seek to provide a sense of spirituality derived from one’s

own Islamic traditions, while at the same time equipping and

encouraging students to debate, ask questions and challenge teachers. 

• The integration of faith with learning (sometimes referred to in the

Islamic context as the Islamisation of knowledge) presented a

challenge: how could it be achieved? A study of Islamic schools in UK,

US and Canada found that some schools sought to thoroughly

Islamise knowledge, by using the Quran as a dynamic framework for

organising the curriculum. It meant that faith should not be

compartmentalised as a separate subject, but that the possibility of

discussing and integrating beliefs and ideas could arise in different

subject areas. This required teachers who were both experts in their

field and well-versed in their faith. 

• There were other models for delivering Islamic education; the study

of Islamic schools in UK, US and Canada, using different curriculum

models, found that while some attempted to integrate faith-teaching

across the curriculum, others simply adopted the secular state’s

curriculum to which they appended a discrete Islamic studies

component. This meant treating the Quran in a more mundane way
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– as a system of rules for organising society, rather than as a decisive

personal act and beginning of a new spiritual orientation to the world.

• It was important not to become too concerned with definitions, since

ambiguity could be productive. Indeed, historically, while Quranic

exegesis and historical writing had been two foundations of pedagogy,

there had not been any strong concern to demarcate “Islamic”

education, and this allowed much fluidity. Islamic civilisation was,

like “Western civilisation”, in many respects an interpreter and

continuation of Hellenism. Jewish and Islamic pedagogical texts from

the sixth to the twelfth centuries (CE) were also very similar to each

other, suggesting inter-religious discussion and an acceptance of

mutual influence. Jews and Christians had been an important part of

classical Islamic civilisation.

• It was wrong to argue that early generations of Muslims had been so

successful because they had Islamised foreign sources of knowledge.

In the early and classical periods of Islam, Muslims had used whatever

knowledge was available at the time in the name of humanity. It was

important to maintain this attitude and to focus in the contemporary

period on knowledge, not Islam for its own sake. Islam was for the

welfare of humanity, not vice-versa.

• Enabling a distinctive Islamic education might involve quite

intangible things. In Turkey, for example, where an extreme secularist

ethos prevented mainstreaming Islamic education, it might simply

mean that the teacher or professor was able to quote from the Quran

and Hadith without having to apologize, and that he or she was able

to make references to scholarship from Islamic countries.

• Islamic education was built on two distinctive ideas: that the

acquisition of knowledge was both a lifelong pursuit and a religious

duty; and the idea that there must be a correlation between knowledge

and action for the welfare of the Muslim community and humanity

in general.
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Ethics

The fundamental idea that knowledge should be useful raised the

question of ethics. The following points were made:

• There was an important distinction in Islamic education between

instruction (ta‘lim) in the sense of transmitting knowledge, and

education (tarbiya) in the sense of forming character. Since Islamic

education involved an ethical component, it was important to ask,

what kind of Islamic ethics should be expected of the teacher, and

what should students be expected to get out of the relationship with

the teacher. 

• It was also important to ask what students should be expected to get

out of the knowledge which they acquired in their Islamic education.

Ethics meant questioning the ends of certain activities. The Quranic

idea of “knowledge which benefited” (‘ilmun yanfa‘u) was interpreted

as knowledge which was useful in helping individuals reach the next

life. But it also implied that one should be critical of knowledge 

which was put to harmful or destructive uses. Thus, ethics meant

questioning the usefulness of any knowledge.  

• The focus on ethics put into question the distinction between so-

called “Islamic” and “secular” sciences, since it was argued that when

ethical questions were posed in secular sciences, (Islamic) values

inevitably became part of the discussion. It was important not to

impose religion through education, but rather to ask ethical questions;

there was always scope to do so within the secular sciences.

• Were ethical questions unitary, belonging in the same way to all of

humanity, or was there something distinctive about Islamic ethics?

Some argued that different ethical systems (Islam, Christianity,

Marxism, Buddhism, humanism) shared a common ground but

nevertheless each had something distinctive. For example there were

specific Islamic scriptures, and in Islam actions and intentions were

to be questioned for the sake of the next life.
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• The idea that there was something distinctive about Islamic ethics led

to the question: how could Islamic values accommodate the secular

values fostered by state education? A particular dilemma for Islamic

schools, one case study had found in the UK, was that mainstream

religious education was not the same as Islamic religious education.

It was better for Islamic schools to teach Arabic and the Quran, and

to foster the spiritual values and practices that were the essence of

Islam. 

• However, Islamic and mainstream education were not necessarily

incompatible. One area of convergence was citizenship education.

Initiated in the UK in the late s, citizenship education had been

developed in Britain as part of national curriculum. In conjunction

with mainstream religious education, it provided a sense of how

individual, group and political choices developed; how human rights

and duties were influenced by religious and moral beliefs; it focused

on personal, social, and moral duties, and aimed to provide

opportunities for pupils to develop as active citizens. However, the

quality of citizenship education was uneven, and had been found to

be failing in % of schools. The study had found that pupils at

Muslim schools had in general had a clear idea about what constituted

a good and a bad citizen. This was a successful example of pupils

bringing their faith identity into the school.  

• Another area which showed both convergence and something

distinctive about Islamic ethics was the question of the environment.

It was important to link the discussion about Islamic ethics in

education to ecological debates. Islamic education and its emphasis

on moral character formation had the potential to overcome the

divide, inherent in secular humanism, between man and nature. 

• In some cases the focus on ethics and ecology might mean challenging

certain behaviours even if they complied with a traditional under-

standing of Islamic jurisprudence. For example, while the halal meat

industry had become adept at marketing products to Muslim consu-

mers, it might be advisable for ecological reasons to eat less meat. 
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• More generally, without undermining the need for vibrant business

and enterprise, it was important to challenge an attitude of consumer-

ism or excess materialism. Islamic education had a role to play here.

A case study focusing on Egypt had found that children were

developing materialistic values at an increasingly early age. This was

likely to be due to aggressive marketing by large corporations.

Materialistic values meant viewing the acquisition of possessions as a

key to happiness and a marker of success. The study suggested that it

was deeply embedded: while children and parents reported that they

viewed materialism negatively as a concept, they nevertheless

associated success and fulfilment with the ownership of goods.

• An Islamic focus on moral values other than consumerism was a

potential antidote to childhood consumerism. Character education

was a growing trend globally, especially in the US where it was based

on the belief that values would boost achievement. An Islamic moral

education programme called Ru’ya had been developed, and was

being implemented in the Hayaa academy in Cairo. It emphasised

social manners and etiquettes – how to deal with others in suitable

way – and media literacy (helping pupils to consume media intelli-

gently). As well as teaching moral content, the Ru’ya programme also

taught moral reasoning.

Pedagogy

The Ru’ya programme and its focus on teaching moral reasoning rather

than just moral rules raised the question of pedagogy. The following

points were made:

• Education in the world of Islam had in general turned away from

critical thinking and the discussion of meaning, towards simply

transmitting rules and norms. Education should encourage critical

thinking but this required confidence in one’s own heritage. The

impact of European colonialism had exacerbated this turn away from

critical thinking, but the problem had begun before, in the fourteenth

century.
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• In Malaysia, a case study showed that Islamic studies was not playing

a significant role in the life of Muslims today, because its pedagogy

was oriented towards teaching legal rules (fiqh) and was not issue-

oriented. It was important to encourage independent student

reflection on moral issues, and to bring back philosophical enquiry,

where students were trained to ask relevant questions and answer

them on their own. This “hikma” or “wisdom” pedagogy might mean,

for example, taking a chapter from the Quran (such as al-ma‘un) that

dealt with generosity and asking the students, “what is generosity? 

• The case study of an Islamic Studies institute in Malaysia reported

that such discussions were often held in a semi-circle (halaqa) around

the teacher, symbolising a community of inquiry where the burden

of discussion was on the students.

• Through discussion of moral dilemmas, students should be led to

appreciate the complexity of life, and to appreciate that because there

was always a context to any problem, no model answers could be

applied prescriptively. This could encourage tolerance, as students

deliberated on possible meanings of the Quranic text and learned to

respect differences of opinion, which was essential in diverse societies.

This pedagogy would also make individuals more autonomous.

However it required a teacher (a murabbiy or mu’addib) who was

concerned for moral and spiritual development. Many were not, but

tended to portray Allah as inflexible and harsh, rather than

compassionate and merciful. This could lead to rigidity and a

judgmental attitude.

• In the absence of this pedagogy in Islamic studies institutes in

Malaysia, students often did not understand the relevance of what

they were learning to the outside world. Similarly, a recent assessment

of school education quality in Germany had touched on Islamic

religious education. It had voiced severe criticism, which had spilled

over into Austria, about outdated curricula. The critique of religious

education including Islamic religious education was that it was

knowledge-based rather than meaning-based: students did not know
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why they were learning what they were learning. As a result, the

knowledge which they acquired did not lead them to participate in

society, but rather to greater isolation. Education should lead to

personal development, and should facilitate participation in an

increasingly pluralistic world. It should also ideally be connected to

an “authentic pedagogy” – one where the students were connected to

why and what they learned. 

• A case study of children’s Islamic literature in Iran showed that there

was a great appetite among children for reading, across a range of

media – both electronic (websites, games, weblogs written by and for

children) and non-electronic media (books, magazines). Such

literature was a popular way to inculcate Islamic values and faith in

Iran. However, children tended to see through straightforwardly

moralistic literature, and resist it. More important was a quality of

authenticity – it was important that the text possessed the right

narrative qualities. Some of the mainstream adult literature such as

hagiography, biographies of Prophet Muhammad and stories about

prophets could be used effectively for children.

• What was called Islamic education often lacked creative and artistic

imagination. More generally, Islamic education could become greatly

enriched by greater collaboration with the humanities and cultural

studies. Artistic and creative activity could be a way of prayerfully

approaching God.

• It was important to develop Islamic education around a competency

model that emphasised not just the ability to acquire specific

knowledge, but the capacity to deal with it in specific situations. Work

on competency models in religious education was still in its infancy.

The University of Vienna was undertaking a programme to develop

such a competency model. In the US, the Iqraa programme had

developed a competency model, but it was knowledge-based and did

not include a hermeneutical competency.
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Standards and Assessment

Work on the competency models showed that the standardisation of

Islamic education was in its early phases. There was a discussion about

whether standardisation of Islamic religious education was desirable, and

whether meaningful assessment was possible. Could there be such a thing

as a spiritual competency? Some argued that spirituality was developed

in the family and the mosque, rather than in schools. Others suggested

that it should inform Islamic education for Muslims in schools; the fact

that it was difficult to assess was no reason to discard it. It was important

that educational standards did not become the “tail that wags the dog” or

to develop only those capacities that could be directly tested.

A case study of Islamic studies education in Malaysia showed that the

current pedagogy aimed to inform, not to transform or inculcate moral

character. The Prophet Muhammad had sought to transform individuals,

making them more inclined to help others and thus produce a better

world. The aim of Islamic studies should be to produce “consciousness

of God” (taqwa) which should not remain disconnected in a realm of

spirituality, but should translate into an active concern for social justice

and challenging wrong behaviour. Since Islamic studies in Malaysia was

currently taught to satisfy cognitive and vocational requirements, it was

exam-oriented; it did not “reach the heart” or purify the soul (tazkiyyat

al-nafs).

Some argued that, historically, Islam had been dynamic, fluid and even

iconoclastic rather than tending towards bureaucratic institutionalisation;

as such it was not compatible with standardisation and testing. Others

argued that while there was a positive history of pluralism in Islam, with

many legal schools, there was also a history of standardisation of certain

ideas, as shown in the fact that legal schools existed. Some felt that

iconoclasm had gone too far, especially in Europe, with many young

Muslims setting themselves up as authorities and contesting the tradition. 
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Critical Thinking

No education could be successful and self-sustaining without encouraging

critical thinking. The following points were made:

• A pedagogical emphasis on memorisation was unhelpful. Despite

attempts to reform Al-Azhar University in Egypt, beginning with

Muhammad Abduh at the end of the th century, the education

system there remained archaic with students required to memorise

professors’ text books. The Al-Azhar curriculum now had many

secular elements, but the emphasis on rote-learning persisted, and

was a still vital skill for success in national universities in Egypt. In

Indonesia, similarly, students were required to memorise entire texts. 

• Memorisation did not necessarily imply rote-learning (i.e. reciting

without understanding). A teacher whose students included both

those who had been trained to memorise texts and those who had

not, reported that the inability to memorise was a serious hindrance

to learning. Similarly, becoming a doctor required a great deal of

memorisation. It was important to combine memorisation and

critical thinking. 

• It was vital to use education to restore a sense of intellectual and

political autonomy, at many levels: giving people the power to decide

for themselves. The objective for Islamic schools should be to make

Muslims autonomous human beings in their environment. This had

implications for the way the scriptural sources, the environment, and

traditions were interpreted.

• Autonomy meant the right and obligation to question any authority,

including the teacher – not just in the West, but in Muslim-majority

countries too. In these settings and in Muslim communities in the

West, there were often deep problems of autonomy and authority:

children were brought up to regard the teacher with special respect,

often as a vehicle of the holy text and someone who might therefore

even be confused with the authority of the text. It was important to
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say clearly that text was holy, but the teacher was not. It was respectful

to teachers to criticise them, just as the th-century (CE) scholar Ibn

Hanbal had questioned the knowledge given to him by another

prominent scholar Shafi‘i. Respectful criticism was needed and should

be encouraged in schools and families and in dealing with religious

scholars. 

It was suggested that the two imperatives of integrating faith with learning

and encouraging critical thinking might at some level conflict. How far
could “critical thinking” be taken in a confessional environment? The

following points were made:

• An important feature of Islam was that it emphasised the need not

just for rationality, but also for intuitive insight. This was based on

the Quranic idea (:) that individuals may dislike something that

is good for them, and like something that is bad for them. Thus it may

be wise to accept some moral norms or instructions on faith, and

cultivate non-rational ways of achieving insight.  

• How could classroom discussion be encouraged or managed on an

issue where scripture was prescriptive? It was important to encourage

the use of reason, but to do so within the limits of the Quran. 

• It was important to teach the tradition critically: to study the tradition

of Muslim scholarship while contextualising it historically. The

tradition was a revealing process of how the foundational texts had

been understood. An informed study of the tradition would provide

understandings (plural) of these texts. Modern education sometimes

tended to focus on the foundational scriptures and neglect the

subsequent tradition; this was misguided, as it was enriching to study

the relationship between tradition, culture and specific environment.

Nothing in this suggested that one should not maintain faithfulness

to the principles of the Quran or the tradition.

 “Critical” in the sense of analytical rather than negative
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• In a secular humanist education, children learned that everything

should be questioned. The risk of constant intellectual doubt was that

it led to nihilism and made the world a meaningless place. 





        

THE DEBATE OVER “MADRASAS”

Several case studies examined the situation of madrasas or religious

seminaries in different countries. The term madrasa (meaning

“school” in Arabic) could be used in a variety of ways. Historically

it had referred to different kinds of institutions: part of a mosque complex

used to teach the fundamentals of religion; institutions teaching the 

range of natural, rational and religious sciences; and higher education

institutions that trained government functionaries in religion and logic.

In modern times, the term also covered a variety of institutions: from

primary schools, to secondary schools and higher learning institutes; from

those covering religious subjects only to those teaching an integrated

curriculum. In the following case studies, the term was used to refer to

institutes of secondary and higher education (Afghanistan) and religious

seminaries (Pakistan and UK).

Afghanistan

A case study was presented of the challenges facing madrasas in

Afghanistan. The following points were made in the case study and in

discussion:

• Madrasas in Afghanistan existed in a dual education system where

they had historically been sidelined by “modern schools”. The

establishment of civil and military schools in Afghanistan in the s

had marked a rupture with traditional madrasa education. They had

left a legacy of a new form of education – “modern schools” (makatib-

e ‘asri) which came to be established in the early th century. These

had gradually sidelined madrasas from the mainstream formal

education system.
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• Madrasas also faced the challenge of sectarian/ethnic division.

Currently, there were two main streams of madrasa education in

Afghanistan: the state’s madrasa (madrasa-e rasmi), and the private

madrasa (madrasa-e khususi). Until , the state had exclusively

supported the Sunni madrasas, ignoring the visible Shi‘a minority.

Hazara Afghanis, who are % Shia, had suffered from ethnic

suppression by Government and religious persecution in society.

There had historically been a lack of trust with other sectors of society,

especially as state madrasas had always taught a Sunni version of

Islam. 

• Due to the lack of government support and attention, the religious

education system of Shi‘a Muslims in Afghanistan had developed

outside the sphere of government influence. In order to acquire

religious education, the Shi‘a Ithna-‘asharis (Twelver Shia) looked to

sources outside the country. They received much of their human and

material support, guidance and inspiration from centres of higher

religious studies (Hawza ‘Ilmiyya) in Najaf (Iraq) and Qom (Iran).

• A third challenge was that madrasas in Afghanistan had served as an

ideological battleground. Both the Sunni and Shi‘a private madrasas

had received foreign support, particularly during the Soviet

occupation of Afghanistan (-) and the subsequent civil war

which had lasted until November . As a result, these madrasas

had become (i) centres of anti-government, or the so-called “anti-

communist”, ideology; (ii) a hotbed for political ideology, religious

dogma, and had even provided military training; and (iii) recruitment

centres for the resistance parties and the Taliban. These developments

had occurred mainly in Sunni madrasas.

• A fourth challenge was providing an education suited to the modern

world. The aim of madrasas was to equip students with a firm

understanding of religion and religious obligations, to provide them

with basic life skills, and build in them a moral character. More

broadly, the purpose of education should serve the development of
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knowledge and education, as well as the wellbeing and welfare of

humanity. The madrasa system had been largely unable to meet the

educational, scientific and economic demands of the modern era in

Afghanistan. Without meaning or usefulness to wider society, these

madrasas faced the prospect of either reform or obliteration. 

• In order to transform their madrasas into a productive and creative

system, religious scholars in Afghanistan should prepare the ground

for a critical, philosophical and rational debate. This should discuss

what counted as knowledge, how it should be defined in today’s

context, and how madrasas could help develop and disseminate it.

Modern curricula could then be developed on the basis of modern

principles of inclusion of gender, religions, cultures and scientific

disciplines.

• One example of relative success was the Shi‘a Ismaili sector which did

not follow the Sunni and the Shi‘a Ithna-‘ashari madrasa pattern of

education in Afghanistan. They had established separate religious

education centres which often had a progressive programme with an

emphasis on women’s agency as promoters of morality, hygiene and

education for their household and the Ismaili community. In

addition, the secondary level teacher education programme was

supported through a professional teacher training programme at the

Masters level, jointly organized by the Institute of Education,

University of London, and the Institute of Islamic Studies. Despite a

very fragile situation, the Hazaras’ position was improving; they now

constituted more than % of students in higher education. The

contribution of (especially Ismaili) Hazaras to media and tele-

communications was particularly significant.

Pakistan

Another presentation and discussion followed on madrasas in Pakistan.

The first madrasa in the area had been established in Deoband, , and

had started a tradition of education, supported by local donations, that

was autonomous from the colonial state. While precise figures were
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difficult to determine, it was estimated that the number of madrasas had

increased around -fold over the last sixty years. More recently, especially

after the events of  September , Pakistani madrasas were facing

pressure to reform. The following points were made:

Curriculum Reform

• Much of the reform agenda was based on misrepresentations. Many

had suggested that the curriculum of madrasas should be reformed,

believing that texts refuting the validity of other sectarian views were

included in the curriculum, and that this led to intolerant attitudes.

But most religious scholars denied that such refutation texts were

taught, and they were generally correct. 

• The suggestion to include more secular subjects also did not take

account of the fact that in many cases these were already included. It

was argued that secular education was more likely to produce

extremists, since it led to a focus on global politics, hegemony and

perceptions of injustice.  

• Some madrasas in Pakistan had been established by an individual with

a particular agenda, whether pro- or anti-radicalisation. What was

important was the ethos of the school, not the particular curriculum

but the way in which it was taught. Such institutions were agenda-

driven, not curriculum-driven. 

• A more important area for reform was the way in which madrasas

engaged with texts. Teaching that did not engage with substantive

issues in a text, but peripheral ones, combined with an attitude that

previous generations were more intelligent, had led to a decline of

intellectualism and creativity. Religious scholars had argued that to

restore creativity, they needed to cover a broader selection of texts.

For example, scholars in the Abbasid era had engaged with Greek and

Indian philosophies.
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Integration into Economy and Society 

• External analyses, rooted in a capitalist mindset, often assumed that

parents sent their children to madrasas for purely economic reasons:

either because their parents were too poor to feed them, or to prepare

them for the job market. According to this reading, large numbers of

graduates leaving madrasas with no job or way to earn a living were

bound to become frustrated.

• However it was argued that there was a different kind of economy

operating. A family would send a son to a madrasa not to prepare him

for the job market, but to study for religious purposes – to become a

prayer-leader. By serving religion in this way, he would provide an

important spiritual function and bring reward on himself and those

who supported him. In this life he would be supported financially by

his brothers, who did not attend madrasas. In fact, if he took a

different well-paid job after graduating, no-one would donate money

to the madrasa, since individuals gave donations to gain a reward in

the next life. Many students simply started their own institutions after

graduating, which explained the -fold increase in the numbers of

madrasas. 

• Others commented that this apparent separation between madrasas

and the mainstream economy was a modern phenomenon. In pre-

modern times, the aim of the madrasa had been to serve the

community, state and society. This was a clear purpose which linked

it in a meaningful way to the rest of society. For example, in the th

century the Seljuq Minister Nizam al-Mulk had established madrasas

as higher education institutions to train government employees in

relevant subjects and graduates had usually been immediately

employed by the government. 

• However, after the colonial codification of the Shariah, the madrasa

had become disconnected from the legal and administrative system,

which it no longer played any role in reproducing. The madrasa no

longer produced religious knowledge that would have a bearing on
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laws or decision-making processes. It had become solely for the

edification of the individual, fulfilling an “individual duty” (fard ‘ayn)

rather than serving a broader social purpose and fulfilling a “collective

duty” (fard kifaya). 

• Such an institution was not serving the purposes of Islamic education.

The curriculum was not integrated – physical and medical sciences

were often not taught although they had been in pre-modern times.

What point was there in seeking to restore creativity and intellec-

tualism to the madrasa system if its curriculum and knowledge did

not serve wider society? 

United Kingdom

There was a presentation about what madrasas (seminaries) in the United

Kingdom could offer and how they could develop. The following points

were made in the presentation and discussion:

• UK madrasas were sometimes seen as medieval and insular – with a

focus simply on transmitting legalistic views about what was lawful

(halal) and unlawful (haram). But UK madrasas were a diverse group

and this perception was not always correct. The first madrasas in the

UK, based on the Deoband model, were set up in  (in Bury) and

 (in Dewsbury). There were considered the “Oxbridge” of the

Deobandi madrasa community. Today there were twenty-five such

institutions in England. 

• In defence of these madrasas, it could be said that many graduates

had advanced critical thinking skills, and thrived in higher education.

There was nothing inherently wrong in studying medieval texts;

indeed the Secretary of State for Education in the UK had called for

a “return to the classics”. In Dewsbury, the second year of a seven-year

course required students to read a treatise on Aristotelian logic, and

a study of rhetoric that required an advanced understanding of logic

and grammar, and was the equivalent of Cicero’s work on oratory.

Metaphysical subjects covered included scholastic proofs of the



existence of God, and speculation on philosophical questions of

essence and extension. 

• Madrasas in the UK had certain strengths that they could offer. The

confessional nature of the course meant that the learning and

pedagogy were “authentic” from the point of view of the students:

they were connected to why and what they learned, a feature that was

often missing from other educational structures in the UK. For

students, madrasas were a source of continuing connection to the

local and national community, through networks of teachers and

alumni. Indeed, students often became teachers within these same

networks, and could find out about job opportunities through them.

• Some madrasas also had institutional links that connected students

to broader communities in the UK, although these needed to be

developed, especially where institutions tended towards insularity.

Examples of success were links to local sixth-form colleges and to

universities (such as Gloucestershire, Cumbria, and Al-Azhar in

Cairo), in some cases offering degree validation or joint courses, or

allowing graduating students to take non-Islamic courses at these

institutions. Other pioneering institutions included the Cambridge

Muslim College which offered a diploma in leadership.  

• In colonial times, seminaries had often been established to preserve

the religion; now the focus needed to move from preservation to

providing graduates with the skills they needed. The task of training

religious scholars and imams was unique; graduates needed to be

provided with a range of specialised skills to understand a text in its

original meanings and to communicate them appropriately to their

audiences.
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EDUCATION AND INTEGRATION IN
MUSLIM-MINORITY CONTEXTS

Germany

The question of training imams was also raised in a case study from

Germany, in the context of a number of case studies that

considered the dynamics of Muslim-minority societies, and the

impact of these on Islamic education. The following points were made

about the training of imams in Germany:

• There was a need for a theologically trained elite who could translate

and communicate traditional religious contents. This meant

professional training courses and university qualifications for imams

and Islamic Studies teachers. Four recommendations were made: the

establishment of professorships of Islamic theology, teaching core

subjects such as Quranic exegesis, and systematic, historical and

practical theology; close cooperation with religious studies and

Christian theological training, to benefit from interdisciplinarity; the

provision of Islamic education at all schools, requiring two thousand

specialist teachers (for seven hundred thousand Muslim children);

and the establishment of advisory councils on Islamic education,

representing the diversity of Islam, who could check candidates’

credentials.

• It was also important to bear in mind, in training imams to

communicate, that the Muslim community’s needs changed with each

generation, especially following migration. Second generation

migrants tended to seek a deculturalised Islamic discourse due to deep

differences with their parents’ culture. The third generation tended to

identify more with their native country – in Germany, this meant that





training would need to take account of dominant values such as

consumerism, competitiveness and material success. 

• Given the difficulty of finding public funding to train two thousand

imams (and the possibility that government involvement in this field

would be unwelcome, as in the UK), one option was for imams to

study Islam at a mainstream academic institution, followed by a

relevant practical course such as counselling. Another was for

universities to accredit and standardise courses in Islamic seminaries.

Some had done so, but not many – although it was more common

for Christian vocational theological training. There was a case for

opening a space for the confessional study of Islam in public

universities in the same way.

Netherlands and the UK

History taught that Islamic learning was part of Europe’s heritage, not

something outside it. Despite this, in a Muslim-minority context, Islamic

schools were often at the centre of debates about whether faith-based

education facilitated or impeded integration. Case studies of Islamic

education in the Netherlands and the UK showed that issues of

integration and segregation affected the aims and popularity of Islamic

education. The following points were made:

• There were around forty full-time Islamic schools (mainly primary)

in the Netherlands. This was in a context where religious schools

(state-funded but run by private school boards) constituted seventy

percent of the market.

• There were several reasons for the popularity of Islamic schools, in

this Muslim-minority context. The number of Islamic schools had

been growing since the late s, facilitated by a constitutional 

right to establish schools on religious grounds, and a pre-existing

institutional context of religious schools in the Netherlands. A current

of integration politics, typified by the xenophobic politician (and

member of the coalition government) Geert Wilders, expected
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immigrants to “become like us and talk like us”. One response to this

had been “reactive religiosity” whereby Muslims had not retreated

from religion but rather advanced into it as a place to belong, as a

minority, and a place of safety from street culture or popular culture.

Parents also sometimes saw religious schools as a place that could

instil discipline where all else had failed, or nurture better academic

achievement (although it was not always clear that this was available).

• The aims of Islamic education in the Netherlands were also affected

by the fact that it was a Muslim-minority context. Islamic schools

could help to reinforce a sense of identity, although this could mean

different things. It could mean reinforcing one’s cultural background:

providing a space where pupils no longer needed to justify their

background or belonging; promoting freedom to be oneself; and

promoting equality of status and recognition of cultural identity not

available elsewhere. It could also mean integrating faith and learning:

providing a space to broach personal belief in subjects other than

religious education, as opposed to compartmentalising religious faith

away from the rest of the curriculum.

• In other Muslim-minority societies, such as North America, Muslim

parents were opting in increasing numbers for home schooling.

Religious leaders such as Hamza Yusuf had characterised secular

schools as spaces of hostility to religion, and had popularised Islamic

de-schooling and pre-schooling literature.

• In Britain, it was also argued that Muslim children’s needs were often

not met in schools. An unwelcome side-effect of this was that some

Muslim pupils were becoming drawn into damaging youth sub-

cultures and were developing drug problems. As Britain was moving

slowly towards a plural society, it was suggested that Muslims would

increasingly form a separate bloc, with their own institutions, inclu-

ding schools. British law already allowed for the establishment of

private religious schools, and there was a mechanism for funding

them from the public purse.
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 Analogous to the similar concept: “reactive ethnicity”



On the question of segregation and integration, the following points were

made:

• Many cities in Holland and the UK showed high levels of segregation.

Indeed, the Dutch sometimes characterised non-Western minorities

as “black” as opposed to native “white”. However, while integration

was an important ideal it was not always the first priority for students

and parents living in de facto segregation conditions. One possibility

was to turn these conditions of segregation (the existence of

consciously Hindu, Islamic, and African schools) into a position of

advantage, by redesigning schools and their curricula for a certain

group, oriented with particular aims and purposes in mind. 

• Segregation did not always mean a division along strictly confessional

lines. In Holland, many Muslim parents choose Catholic schools,

because of their reputation for better education, and because they

promoted belief in God.

• Separate faith schools were damaging because they reinforced racial

segregation. In Scotland, % of state schools were non-denomina-

tional, and there were no Muslim schools. Muslim parents were not

in favour of a Muslim primary school in Glasgow, because it would

lead to racial segregation, harm community cohesion and might

endanger the fact that Muslim pupils are already outperforming

others.

• The discourse in the Netherlands that Islamic schools damaged 

social cohesion was hollow, for two reasons. First, it was a one-way

discourse; immigrants were expected to integrate themselves, but the

native population was not expected to mix with them; indeed they

typically vacated an area or chose different schools when immigrants

arrived. Second, to be suddenly concerned about Islamic schools on

grounds of segregation was hypocritical, because the educational

system had encouraged segregation for decades. The Dutch education

system had segregated along denominational lines in the th century,

with the establishment of Hindu and Jewish schools.
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Denmark

The burden of integration should not fall on Muslim institutions alone,

but on broader political structures and cultures, it was argued. A case

study of religious education classes in Danish state schools showed that

Islam was marginalised by both political structures and media culture.

This raised the question: how could a young Muslim best be brought up

and integrated into a society that not only had a non-Muslim majority,

but gave Christianity a privileged position? It was suggested that this

might require institutional equality of religions, although this raised the

issue of the place of a national church in a multi-confessional society. The

following points were made:

• Religious education in Denmark, although described as non-

confessional, was termed “Christian knowledge” (Kristendom-

skundskab). Religious elements such as hymn-singing were defined as

national culture rather than as part of a specific religion. This was in

a context where -% of children at National Schools were Muslim.

• The influence of Christianity on national education had waxed and

waned, but was currently strong. The slow separation of Church and

education in Denmark had begun in , with secularisation reaching

its peak after the social revolution of the s. In , the require-

ment that religious education be in accordance with the doctrine of

the Church had been removed. There had been political resistance to

this, and the pendulum had swung back in subsequent years, with

Bible stories returning to religious education. Although national

regulations now allowed that non-Christian religions might be a basis

for values, national policy in practice excluded this possibility.

• The question of broader political and media culture was also

important. There were many layers of practice between national

policy debates and the classroom. Objectives, set by national law and

regulations, did not always translate into textbooks, and even less into

what teachers taught and pupils understood. The presentation of

Islam in textbooks was often superficial or even wrong, deriving from
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newspapers. Textbooks varied in their attitude towards Islam, from

presenting it as an Abrahamic religion, to presenting it in the context

of terrorism. At the level below the textbook, presentations of Islam

in the classroom were influenced by the cartoon crisis, and by press

coverage of issues such as terrorism, the veil and honour killings.

Sweden

Another case study, focusing on Muslim schools in Sweden, showed that

a plural educational system accommodated denominational schools by

permitting any school to develop its own “profile” – a particular ethos

and extra-curricular subjects. These might include study of the Quran,

Islamic history and the singing of Islamic songs; other schools specialised

in football, the arts, or a specific pedagogy. However, schools often had

to negotiate plural regulatory regimes: both secular national regulation

(which required them to teach using musical instruments) and the legal

opinions of some Muslim scholars which prohibited the use of musical

accompaniment. The following points were made:

• Sweden’s first independent Muslim school had opened in ; now

there were sixteen, all financed by the state. They followed the national

curriculum but added an extracurricular subject – Islamic religious

education – which often made use of music, song or poetry in

teaching.

• These songs included nashid and madih. One teacher defined nashid

as songs that dealt with God’s creation and gratitude towards God; it

could include modern genres such as halal hip-hop.Madih was a type

of poetry that was chanted during worship. Muslim attitudes towards

the use of music and song varied, from outright banishment to the

enthusiastic use of “halal” (lawful) hip-hop.

• Halal pop was a contemporary Western style music incorporating

Islamic themes such as good conduct and spiritually minded lyrics.

The teachers who favoured this genre saw it as an idiom that helped

sustain Islam’s relevance to contemporary youth culture. Some pupils
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had declared it to be unlawful (haram). The teachers had argued that

it was the message or intention behind the lyrics that was important.

• At one school, wordly music had been opposed because it might have

led to improper relations with the opposite sex, and the consumption

of alcohol. Some schools opposed the use of musical instruments (for

example because it led people to forget the remembrance of God).

They argued that priority should be given to madih where instru-

mental accompaniment was kept to a minimum. 

• One of these schools had banned the use of stringed instruments and

classrooms in every subject, but the National Board of Education’s

inspectors had concluded that the school’s music teaching had not

lived up to the goals of the national curriculum. The school had

therefore bought a piano and hired a music teacher, which it used in

the teaching of subjects other than Islamic religious education. This

had enabled it to retain its state funding.
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ISLAMIC EDUCATION BETWEEN
STATE AND MARKET

The question of the interaction between Islamic educational

practices and state regulation and centralisation was considered

in a number of case studies. Historically, trends of reform had

included the establishment of a centralised state and its national

educational institutions, the adoption of general sciences (for example

Muhammad Abduh’s attempt to give space to modern science and

rational enquiry within the Azhar curriculum), and in some cases the

secularisation of the entire curriculum. 

The idea of reform in Islamic education was at least two centuries old.

The first reforms had begun with the intrusion of European colonial

powers and the limited adoption by the Ottomans of general sciences.

Further attempts at reform had begun in the mid-th century after the

establishment of independent post-colonial states in much of the Muslim-

majority world. As a result, dual education systems had developed, the

current legacy of which was the existence of parallel systems and

curricula: conservative religious on the one hand, and national secular

on the other, with little integration between them. Some centralised states

had attempted to address dualism by encouraging integrated curricula.

Others permitted a range of different institutions, each with their own

curricula and target market. 

Indonesia 

There were a range of different institutions of Islamic studies in Indonesia,

with traditional pesantren schools that served as health and community

centres, modern Islamic schools that taught the national curriculum,





expensive private Islamic schools that were a status symbol for the wealthy

middle classes, and madrasas run by transnational Salafi groups that were

independent of the Indonesian state. 

Until the s, schools known as pondoks or pesantren had taught a

curriculum of traditional Islamic sciences (such as jurisprudence,

exegesis, doctrine). Then the new madrasa had been established, repre-

senting a modern Islamic education and introducing some general

subjects alongside the Islamic sciences. Madrasas had now become public

schools with an Islamic character, accounting for up to % of primary

and secondary enrolment. Many were under the umbrella of large Muslim

organisations in Indonesia such as Nahdat Ulema or Muhammadiya.

They taught the national curriculum, with a supplementary curriculum

of Islamic sciences. This meant that graduates could continue onto

mainstream higher education.

Another type of institution were Islamic Schools (Skola Islam) which were

expensive Islamically-oriented private schools popular with the wealthy

middle classes. They had been introduced in the s, based on the Dutch

school system, but with the rise of the international Gulen schools

movement they had gained momentum since the s. They were

associated with a reintensification of Islamic practice among parents, who

had previously been relatively non-observant but who had been

influenced by the faith-based education that their children were receiving.

Alongside these were private madrasas set up by transnational Salafi

groups, often teaching a very strict form of Islam. Muslims in Indonesia

tended to be non-sectarian, without a strong attachment to one particular

legal school (madhhab) over another. Since s, this non-sectarian

approach to Islam had been introduced to state institutes of Islamic

studies, where students were introduced to diverse Islamic trends

including Shi‘ism. However, over the last fifteen years several trans-

national Salafi groups had established their own madrasas. Some had

attacked and tried to evict other groups, such as the Ahmadiyya. But a

number of the Salafi groups had adapted to local Islamic practices and

become more tolerant and accommodative. 
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Finally there was the level of the state university and state institutes.

Indonesia had the largest system of Islamic higher education in the world,

with six state Islamic universities and dozens of state Islamic colleges. In

addition to Islamic courses, universities also had general faculties of

mainstream (medical, technological) sciences. State institutes taught only

Islamic subjects.

Thailand 

The attempt to integrate religious and non-religious curricula faced

practical hurdles, as a case study of a school in Thailand showed. Muslims

were the largest minority in Thailand, and there was a range of different

types of educational institution. The first was the elementary religious

school – effectively a pre-school attached to local mosque. The second

was the traditional pondok or madrasa. This focused on religious learning.

It did not implement any formal system of assessment, and was not

accredited by government. The third was the state school, which provided

limited and insufficient Islamic education. 

The fourth type of institution was the independent Islamic school,

privately run, but with mainly state funding. It was an attempt to

modernise the traditional pondok, and balanced secular and religious

curriculum, implementing assessments to access continued funding.

There were about  such schools. They were a popular choice with

parents, but examination results were below the national average and

most pupils did not pass the university exam.

Why were independent Islamic schools generally of poor quality? They

had often been established by families or conservative religious leaders,

and often suffered from poor administration and management. Teacher

training was frequently inadequate and while many staff were religious

figures, few were expert educational administrators. In order to meet the

aim of integrating Islam into each part of the curriculum, specialists were

needed with sufficient understanding of both Islam and the subject in

question. The curriculum, which combined both general and religious

subjects, put a heavy workload on students and teachers. 
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One such school had managed to succeed through visionary leadership,

teacher-training, providing out-of-class learning, collaborating with local

communities, and integrating the curriculum. It had the twin aims of

nurturing students’ personalities in line with Islamic teachings, and

preparing them to enter higher education and the job market.

Singapore

Madrasa education in Singapore was in many cases aligned with state

priorities. Singapore was a multi-ethnic and multi-religious society, with

high literacy. Institutions called “madrasas” taught mainstream ‘secular’

(academic) subjects and religious subjects, and all children sat a compul-

sory national exam at the primary level. These institutions attracted four

percent of Singapore’s Muslim students. The conference heard a case

study of a top-performing “madrasa” in Singapore, which followed a

model proposed by the Iqraa programme. The following points were

made:

• The madrasa had reformed its curriculum in alignment with the

priorities of national government. The first priority was national

economic development by raising the academic standards of academic

subjects. The school had changed the medium of instruction from

Arabic to English for most religious subjects; introduced the Ministry

of Education syllabi for English, maths, and science; and introduced

banding based on the students’ learning abilities. 

• The second priority was to promote social cohesion between different

ethnic groups. The school had introduced Islamic social studies,

where children learned about non-Muslim religious beliefs and

participated in activities with non-Muslims from state schools. 

• This school was equipping students to cope with the challenges of

modernity and globalisation: expectations of achievement, economic

growth and social development, social mobility and political partici-

pation. These ideals were largely welcomed by Singapore’s Muslims. 
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• However, to avoid educational dualism (parallel secular and Islamic

educational institutions), and for madrasa reforms to be successful,

there had to be an Islamic discourse, sensitive to the needs of local

conditions, that could cope with the challenges of modernity. It

should be articulated and conceptualised by the Muslim community

itself.

• The school articulated an Islamic discourse that was compatible with

pluralistic society under a secular government. The message was that

there was nothing incompatible between being a good Muslim and

equipping oneself to work in a modern labour market. The school

also promoted multiculturalism, teaching that the Quran forbade

Muslims from forcing non-Muslims to accept Islam, that Islam was

not aggressive, and that it did not condone violence. 

Morocco

A historical study of Morocco demonstrated how the centralising state

(or processes of centralisation that produced the effect of the state) had

changed Islamic education, altering the way that prestige was conferred

on teachers and students, and providing alternative means of social

mobility. Here, the reform of education was part of a broader

restructuring of political and social authority.  

Prior to the French protectorate in Morocco, the men of religious learning

(ulema) had paid allegiance to the Sultan, and thus his political legitimacy

had been subject to his religious legitimacy. Islamic education in this

context had been a way of training men who had wielded significant

influence. In early th century, education had been informal and

independent of the state; it was not subject to any governing apparatus.

A hundred years later, elementary secondary and even higher Islamic

education had been absorbed into and overseen by a more distant set of

processes (which produced the impression of the state). Through what

concrete measures had this transformation taken place?
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A study by Eickelman had shown that in the s and s, higher

education (for example at the Yusufiyya and Qayrawiyyin institutions)

had been informal and fluid, without start and end date, enrolment,

degrees, formal appointment of teachers, grades, or institutional certifi-

cation. The process of accrediting a new scholar (called the process of

ijaza) had not been formalised until the intrusion of colonial powers.

Before then, association with prestigious names had been sufficient

accreditation.

The logic of prestige had changed with centralised reforms in the s

under French rule. These had made universities more legible admini-

stratively, and had integrated instructors into the French civil service. This

had meant a loss of prestige for teachers. The French Protectorate had

appointed university teachers in the same way as civil servants: they had

been handpicked by bureaucrats, rather than selected through informal

networks which had conferred prestige on teachers.

At the same time, increasing access to higher education had encouraged

a mass exodus from institutions of Islamic higher learning to the new

public institutions. Religious education had suffered a loss of prestige as

the means of social mobility were perceived to be elsewhere. This had

represented the triumph of political over religious authority: now the

Sultan appointed the ulema, not vice versa.

The following points were made about the notion of centralised reforms:

• Education was a tool of the state, used to reproduce its power

structures and to mould certain kinds of citizen. Colonial systems of

education had influenced the post-colonial state in the Muslim world,

with nation states now seeking to control the reproduction of

knowledge for their own purposes. Did madrasas and independent

Islamic educational institutes represent a free space outside of this

control? If so, should “reform” be understood as an attempt by the

nation state to appropriate these spaces of opposition?
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• “Reform” was a European concept that had been imposed on most of

the colonial world. A more authentic Islamic concept was the idea of

a “renewer” (mujaddid) – that every century, someone would emerge

who would bring out, from within the tradition, new ideas and a new

understanding, suitable for the times.

• In the case of Morocco, centralised reforms had led to resistance. In

general, spaces intended by the state to be used in one way could be

used by citizens in a different way. Even under authoritarian regimes,

education always remained a space of negotiation and creative

possibility. This was also demonstrated in the final case study, from

Turkey.

Turkey

The teaching of religion in Turkey had been secularized in state schools

and universities since the ’s, and over the last three decades a

headscarf ban had been implemented periodically in all state schools and

universities in Turkey. Even with the Islamist party in power, the “deep

state” in Turkey – the ultra-secular army – had meant that hijabi women

(i.e. women wearing the Islamic headscarf) were still marginalised. The

deep state favoured a privatised version of Islam but the hijab inevitably

brought Islam into the public sphere.

In light of the headscarf ban, alternative educational institutions had been

set up to cater for the practicing Muslim sections of society. One was the

Bilim Sanat Foundation in Istanbul, founded in  with a focus on the

social sciences. It provided an outlet for scholars to combine Islamic

scholarship with secular social sciences, such as lectures in modern

political thought. The students who attended these lectures came from a

variety of mostly observant Muslim backgrounds.

Other ‘alternative’ institutions catering to the hijabi market advertised

themselves as ‘universities’ and offered a university degree as franchises

of international universities, such as the Islamic University of Europe in

Rotterdam. One example was Akademistanbul. Established in the old
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Istanbul district of Fatih, its scholars followed a dress code not dissimilar

to formal examination dress at Oxbridge, muttering phrases in Arabic

rather than in Latin. Classroom discussion was more confessional than

in state universities. 

Courses included Quranic recitation and political science. The students

came from different educational backgrounds including ‘hard sciences’

and brought their different methods of questioning to the classroom.

They learned Arabic to an unusually high standard and were offered study

years abroad and internships with Arabic organizations, which the state

universities were not enterprising enough to provide. Another graduate

course entitled ‘Faith-Based Psychology for Counselling’ had just begun.

The course was in demand since extended families were shrinking and

conflicts were being resolved outside the family with the help of

professionals. It was also taught at the Islamic University of Europe, where

graduating students were in high demand in Dutch hospitals and prisons

where counselling was already present for Christian and Jewish patients

and inmates. 

Since , hijabi girls had been allowed to re-enter some state universities

in Turkey so Akademistanbul was losing its position as the ‘only

alternative’. Nevertheless, it was one of the few ‘alternative’ establishments

to offer a degree equivalent to that of a university recognized in the

Netherlands. This emphasis on ‘franchise’ and ‘equivalence’ suggested that

observant young female students made their educational choices not only

according to whether they would be exposed to enough Islamic sciences,

but that they were also interested in professional opportunities after their

education.
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RefoRmS in ISlamIc educatIoN 
What is Islamic education? What is the reality behind the heated

debates over the role of “madrasas”? Does Islamic education lead to

greater segregation, or does it further the cause of genuine pluralism?

Can faith-based education nurture critical thinking? What should the

relationship be between Islamic educational institutions and the state,

or the national curriculum? 

This is the report of a conference which tackles these fundamental

questions. It examines the dynamics affecting Islamic education

internationally. The conference, held at the University of Cambridge in

April 2011, brought together leading scholars and practitioners who

presented case studies ranging from Sweden to Malaysia, from Egypt

to the United States, from Britain to Indonesia, from Morocco to

Germany. 

Islamic education is built on two distinctive ideas: that the acquisition

of knowledge is both a lifelong pursuit and a religious duty; and that

there must be a correlation between knowledge and action for the

welfare of the Muslim community and humanity in general. Yet there is

a widespread perception that Islamic education is under pressure

from different quarters to reform itself. This report takes a wider 

view, examining the historical context and the internal dynamics and

debates that are driving change. It highlights the different political and

social contexts facing Islamic educational institutions across the world

and the opportunities these present – from the politics of integration

to discourses about modernisation. 
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